
Our gentle-paced ACOL-only
drive is moving face-to-face.

It's especially suitable for both
novices and improvers. You can
refer to your crib sheets and,
something we couldn't offer
online, there will be helpers on
hand to give you advice should
you need it. With around 15
boards in the evening, you won't
be too rushed, either.
The first drive is on Wednesday
1 September, with play starting at
7pm. The Wednesday team have
been working hard to put this
together, so do come out to play:
you can turn up on your own and
will be guaranteed a partner.

After their summer break, our
Saturday evenings on BBO

are making a welcome return.
The first one will be on
Saturday, 11 September at our
usual time of 7:30pm.
If you want a Saturday game,
this is the place to be. There are
only one or two other EBU clubs
that offer a Saturday game.
Our thanks to Andrew Scott and
Pauline Payne for providing our
weekend entertainment.

After his resounding success
online, Graham Brindley

will be bringing his improvers
classes back to the club on
Thursday evenings at 7pm. He's
looking forward to using our
improved teaching faciliteis with
ceiling-mounted projector and
pull-down screen. It also means
that everyone can try out the
practice hands and consolidate the
theory with practice.
The first session will be on 6
October. Details of the topics will
be on the web site in due course.

Our Tuesday evenings on BBO
continue as usual, with our

7:30pm tournament.

Graham Brindley will be back
at the club running

supervised play sessions on
Wednesday afternoons, starting on
13 October at 2pm. They are a
great opportunity for improving
your bridge. It's not just about
asking for help with your bidding,
there are also opportunities to
discuss how you might have
played your hand to get a better
result. And, of course, the popular
break for tea and biscuits will be
part of the session.

We will be starting up
Tuesday evenings face-to-

face at 7pm, in parallel with our
online tournaments. There will be
an email about the arrangements
following discussions at our
Committee Meeting on Saturday,
4 September.

Our Monday afteroon face-to-
face drives, with Phil Gross

at the helm, provide a sociable
afternoon for those who are happy
to enounter opponents playing a
variety of bidding systems. Play
starts at 1:30pm, aiming to get you
on your way by 3:45pm when the
traffic starts to build up.

Andrew Scott returns to
teaching at the club on

Mondays in September, resuming
the course interrupted by the
pandemic. He will be ready to take
on new students after Christmas,
so pass on the word to anyone you
know who might be interested.

Our Friday evenings of face-
to-face bridge at the club

continue at 7pm.



As you will have seen on the front page of this
Newsletter, we will have a broad range of bridge

playing and tuition on offer as we enter into autumn.
We’ve mapped out a scheme that helps players travel
along that path but gives plenty of opportunity to “just
play bridge”. There are a few tweaks to what was on offer
before the pandemic, so that everything fits together a
little better and people can judge what best suits them.
Andrew Scott will be busy on Mondays with beginners.
If there’s enough demand, he’ ll run sessions morning,
afternoon and evening! Andrew’s classes are always
popular, so tell your
friends and get them to
book early.
After a year of classes,
the usual advice is that
people need to play, play,
play. But they also need
kindly advice so that they
don’t develop bad habits.
Graham Brindley will be
running supervised play
sessions on Wednesday
afternoons to do just that.
Especially suitable for the
beginner or less confident
player, who can ask for
advice in their bidding or
play. Those who have just
finished their classes will
have the basics reinforced,
while those ready to move
onto drives will be given
the confidence to make
that transition. The
supervised play is a lot
slower than in club drives,
with a break for coffee and
biscuits and a chat to get to
know each other. There are
no Master Points or NGS,
and more experienced players may just enjoy a leisurely,
social afternoon of bridge with the others.
A suitable “first drive” for beginners will be our basic
ACOL-only drive on Wednesday evenings. This will be
run by the same team that has been running our BBO
tournaments on Wednesday evenings in the same format.
Everyone will be playing essentially the same system: the
one taught at the beginners’ classes and you can refer to
your system sheet or ask for advice. The pace will be
slower than at the main club drives. We’ ll also make sure
that you know what to expect in terms of etiquette and the
laws so that you are comfortable to call on the director
when people revoke or play out of turn etc. There will be

no Master Points or NGS, but more experienced players,
who prefer a gentle drive, will be welcome to join in,
although they must stick to the system.
What’s the next step? It can come as a bit of a surprise
that not everyone plays the same system! Phil Gross will
be running his social (supervised) drive on Monday
afternoons, where people can play a wider choice of
systems. You’ ll discover that not everyone uses 1♣ or 2♣
opening bids in the way that beginners are taught.
However, Phil is on hand with advice at any point should
you need it. As a result there are no Master Points or

NGS, the emphasis is
on having an enjoyable
game of cards.
If you’ve tried all the
above, then you should
be ready for our main
drives. But you may
well want to add to the
basic knowledge you
have. Graham Brindley
will be running his
popular improvers
classes on Thursday
evenings. Over a two
year period, Graham
starts by revising the
basics and moves on to
add to your range of
bidding tools to find the
right contract and also
how to play and defend
against them. It’s all
broken down into
modules, allowing more
experienced players to
join in and polish their
performance.
Our Friday drive has
traditionally welcomed
less experienced

players. In the past, it has even been split into two
sections, with one of them playing fewer boards at a
slower pace. Whether we will be able to do this again in
the future, will depend on numbers. However, less
experienced players will be allowed to refer to their
system sheet during bidding and play. Many of us will
remember carrying it around with us in our early days,
more as a comfort blanket than something we actively
used. However, you won’t be able to use your system
sheet at our Tuesday drives, which in the past have
attracted players who play a variety of different systems.
There will be lots going on and we’re especially open
for suggestions for more social, daytime bridge.



2B3 If a player knows that there are multiple possible
meanings for a call he should explain all of them. For
example, if a pair plays 1NT (P) 4♥ as a transfer to spades
but have not discussed intervention, the last bid in the
auction 1NT (2♦) 4♥ should be alerted and explained as
‘on the uncontested auction this would show spades, we
haven’t discussed what we play in
competition' and not simply as ‘no
agreement’ .
3A1 Pairs are required to have two fully
completed system cards containing the same
information. At the beginning of each round
they should make these available to their
opponents.
3D1 If a partnership has understandings
such as opening lighter in third and/or fourth position,
responding or overcalling very light or overcalling on four
card suits, these should be disclosed on the system card.
3E2 Partnerships who play a 1♣ / 1♦ opening that
may be made on a doubleton (or shorter) should indicate
on the system card in which circumstances
the opening may be short, particularly when
four cards in the other minor or any other
five card suit us also held.
4A2 Announcements: instead of an alert
in the traditional manner, the partner of a
player who makes an announceable bid
makes a statement about the bidder’s hand. Recommended
wording for announcements is given in this section; a pair

may amend or extend an announcement if that gives a
better description of the partnership understanding (e.g.
‘good 11 – 14’). Both members of the partnership must
make the same announcement.
4H1(d)Because they are not natural, players must alert a
pass that may have or shows unexpected extra values (it is

not unexpected to pass on a strong hand that
would like to double for penalties but
cannot do so).
7A2 Level 4 partnership
understandings: A pass before any player
has bid or directly after a natural, non-
forcing one-level suit opening bid must not
show, or usually have, any values (a spilt
range pass such as 0-8 balanced or 17+ any

is not permitted).
7E2 Level 4 partnership understandings: Defence to 1
of a suit opening bid: Any bid which shows a strong hand
(16+ HCP or 12+ HCP with at least 5 controls) is
permitted.

7F3 Level 4 partnership
understandings: The following signals (i.e.
when following suit) are not permitted: (a)
Signals which make use both of the rank
(high/low or high/middle/low) and the
parity (even/odd) of the card played. (b)
Signals which assign a meaning to specific

pips (e.g. 6 or 7 encouraging, other cards suit preference).
Such meanings are permitted for discards.

The way we play bridge isn't just governed by the Laws of Bridge.
We also follow the Regulations of the English Bridge Union.

Below are recent changes to the Regulations, as published in the EBU's Blue Book.

If you're in the habit of
making overcalls on 4
card suits, you should
tell your opponents at
the beginning of the

round.
3D1

If you play a short
club, but could have
4 diamonds, you need
to tell your opponents.

3E2

During the lockdown,
three of our members -

Elizabeth Dunford, Gerry
McCormack and Stefka
Samus - had online training as
directors. But there was no
opportunity to get practice of
going to a table and saying,
"How may I help you?".
This was put right on
26 August when some of our
existing directors, and some
from other clubs, enjoyed
making mistakes for the
trainees to rule on.
It was a fun time as they

responded to more calls than
they are likely to see in many
months of real live directing.




